
Jesus Came to Restore “Oneness”  Pastor Serge 
~ John 17:20-23; Genesis 3:6-7  May 15, 2022 
 

Introduction  

 

 I love the topic of science and also science & faith 

1. Last year  reading about what is called the Holy Grail of Physics 

o Basically, it about the UNIFICATION Principle/theory of everything 

o It is the quest to find the THEORY that would unify all of physic,  

o AND Remove the disconnect between General Relativity theory (operating in large scale 

world) & quantum physics (operating at the sub-atomic level)  

o The TofE would Bring & unite both theories into a whole, under one umbrella  

Establish Oneness by bringing both formula into one that would enable to explain all the  

 Physical phenomena we see in the world 

 

2. Something similar is happening w/ God’s plan & purpose, as we will see 

a. The coming of Jesus has to do w/ more than just individual salvation & forgiveness of sin 

Jesus came to reconcile & restore Oneness or shalom (O) in 4 areas of existence 

b. Let me explain Oneness: what it is and what it is not 

o What it is not: Not in the eastern religion sense where one become one w/ universe, 

detaching oneself from the physical reality and loose one’s identity in  

   this oneness 

o what it is We are talking of biblical oneness like in the trinity: one God/3 persons  

 or like Marriage where  2 persons, enter in a one-flesh relationship between 

man/woman 

 We are talking about a deep intimate, personal soul  

c. O is about a connection/union/communion resulting from the redemptive work of Christ 

  It has to do with wholeness as opposed to brokenness 

d. Oneness has to do with shalom  

i. shalom is the grand-narative of Scripture  massive theme unifying all of Scr 

1. it is the essence of the Kingdom & ultimate purpose of God  

ii. Oneness It is the means and pinnacle of the concept of Shalom 

iii. Shalom, appears 250x in the OT and is used in 3 ways 

   10% of the time as a greeting 

   25% of the time in the sense of peace & absence of conflict or tension,  

    A state of relationship that is peaceful 

   65% of the time in the sense of wholeness, completeness, well-being,  

corresponding to harmony, reconciliation, unity, connection, as opposed 

to brokenness, disunity, tension, etc. 

 sometimes justice and salvation or prosperity,  

     



e. Most of the NT occurrence of the word Peace has to do w/ shalom as described above 

f. The concept of Shalom has not only spiritual ramification, but also emotional, 

psychological, mental, physical and economics 

 

3. Jesus came Restore Oneness w/ God (between God and man), OAO (between man &   

man), w/ourselves and w/ nature. 

Came to restore to reconcile, repair our connections  

with these 4 relatioshships  w/ God, OAO, Our self & nature,  

  This oneness/shalom is the Holy Grail of human existence & the HG of God’s  

   redemptive purpose 

  Redemption is about removing the obstacles to shalom 

   namely sin & brokenness & the establishment to shalom & oneness. 

 

4. Why restoring oneness? Because this is what the Fall destroyed 

 At the fall, something broke down.  

 There was a massive break down when it comes to O in our relationship w/ God, OAO,  OS and 

nature 

Massive breakdown between God and man, man and man, within Ouself, between us and 

nature 

Man started to be at odd w/ God: alienation & separation & chasm between God & man. Man 

started to be at odd w/ OAO, Brokenness started to happen within man’s soul & heart. 

Fragmented between true identity and perceive identity, nature became not so friendly 

anymore 

  

 There was a need to restore wholeness, integrity, harmony 

   To repair what was broken, at odd, in separation  

 

Jesus coming was much more than just “individual salvation” and forgiveness of sin 

  It was for restoration of O/shalom and make peace in these 4 areas of life 

  This oneness is first spiritual but will become physical later 

 

I Oneness w/ God: oneness between man and God 

1. Before the fall 

a. Man was in perfect communion w/ God 

b. Commanded to be fruitful, to rule over the animals & to eat from every tree or plant except 

from the tree of the K of G & E  

c. But we all know what happened  

 

2. As a result of the fall A major separation between God & Man took place 

a. Man died spiritually: no longer vitally connected w/ God 

i. & physical death followed down the road 



3. In order to undo this and achieve O & communion again,  

a. there was a need for a Messiah to restore everything 

b. But God made a promise of restoration through this Messiah (Found in Ge 3:15 ff)  

c. Jesus was the fulfilment of this promise and the means of restoration of shalom/oneness. 

 

4. Here is how this happened: 

a. Jesus lived a Perfect life to offer a perfect sacrifice  atonement  forgiveness/cleansing  

 making us fit to receive and be indwelled by the HS 

 the HS enables Oneness with the Father through Jesus 

Him in us, us in him and because Jesus & Father are one, we are also one  w/ 

Father 

 

5. Here is Jesus desire for Oneness w/ us expressed just before his death in what is called his high 

priestly prayer: 

a. In this prayer, Jesus prayed that we might be one w/ the Father as he is one w/ the Father” 

b. How? By “Us being in Him and Him in us” and since he is one w/ the Father, by virtue of 

being one w/ him, we also become one w/ the Father 

c. Jesus wanted us to have the same communion w/ the Father he had himself  

i. A heart to heart, spirit to spirit communion close, intimate, and immediate, with an 

exchange conversation where God hear us and we also hear his voice 

ii. The purpose of this oneness is that we can personally experience the Father’s 

goodness, love, grace and mercy of God now, by entering in his presence 

d. No religions offer this kind of relationship. All of this is the result of God’s plan  

 and Jesus work 

i. God is no longer distant or separated from us! He is endweling us  

e. In the end, we are told in Rev 21 that dwelling of God will be w/ man in person and 

permanently  

II Oneness w/ OAO (between man and man)  

 

1. Before the fall; A&E were in perfect communion w/ OAO:  

a. Communion marked by love & respect, & humility. Madly in love w/ OAO 

2. At the fall, not only was oneness between man & God broken and a separation between man & 

God took place, but O was also broken between man and man 

A&E connection & relationship was not the same anymore 

a. We start seeing crack in  their relationship when visited by God in the garden after the fall,  

b. They started to blame-shift their responsibilities about the fall & being very defensive 

rather than being humble & supportive of AOA & admitting their guilt  before God 

1. Adam  Eve , Eve  serpent  



When visited by God in the garden after the fall they hid and when questioned by God as to 

why they hid, Adam replied, “I heard you coming and I was afraid because I was naked. Then 

God asking who told you that you were naked? Did you eat of the fruit?  

 Then Adam threw his wife under the bus by blaming her for his eating of the fruit: “the 

woman you put here with me…she gave me some fruit from the tree and I ate it. 

Then, when God turned to her and said, “what is it that you have done?” it’s not me, it is the 

serpent. 

c. Isn’t it how we are often in our relationship?  

 I have seen this in my own marriage….  

 Pride resides w/in our self and we are defensive instead of humble 

d. Then we see further brake down in human relationship afterward 

i. With Cain and Abel with their offerings 

1. jealousy, anger and murder  

ii. And then, things continue to unravel for the worst:  

1. Lamech killed a man for wounding him 

2. Then, violence took over all the earth, which led to the flood 

Since the fall, human relationship started to be tinted with sin, social status, violence, power 

trip 

Peace, shalom, oneness has been a very difficult to establish between individual, tribes, nations 

throughout history… 

 

3. Jesus came to restore Oneness between man and man by providing an example through his own 

people by creating Oneness leading to Unity, harmony, peace 

a. As we read in Jn 17:23… 

b. How was this going to happen?  

i. This unity, connection, oneness was provided by the HS at our New birth  

   through the Baptism of the HS described for us in 1 Co 12:13  

ii. Now that The bond of peace/unity/oneness is already provided by the HS between 

members of the community of faith.  

1. We are called to maintain it…. 

Eph 4:3 Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the  

bond of peace. How? Though love, respect, humility  

 

4. This oneness is important because it serves as a sign to non-believers  

a. That the Father sent the son and that the Fther loves the world 

 

There is more to it but no time to cover that  

 We could talk about the L/T  

 Gal 3: 28, Eph chap 2  



 Where we read that the cross was meant to remove and destroy all barriers like gender, 

ethnicity, status & other social construct serving as an obstacle against the oneness that Jesus wanted 

to create in him through the cross. 

 

III 3rd area of life needing restoration was our soul: Oneness w/ or w/in Our self 

 

1. Before the fall:  

a. We read in Gen 1:26-28  Man & women were created in the I of G:  

i. They both had dignity & significance, perfectly righteous 

 

b. Gen 2:25 “the man & his wife were both naked and felt no shame” 

i. They saw themselves as God saw them & they saw themselves in their  

perfection as created by God 

ii. There was no gap between their perception of themselves and their identity and 

complete dignity 

iii. They felt no shame about whom they were, how they looked, etc. 

iv. They were whole or one w/in themselves, not lacking in anything spiritually, 

emotionally, psycho, mentally & physically 

v. They were connected w/ all the dimensions of their being (emo, psyche, mentally, 

physically and spiritually), no inner tension w/in themselves 

vi. They were totally happy w/ who they were, not afraid of their true identity and not 

using any schemes to embellish their self-image, etc. 

vii. They were experiencing peace, shalom, wholeness, oneness w/in 

 

2. At The fall a great disconnect happen with/in A & E’ Soul and it brought brokenness within human 

existence that needed to be made whole again 

1. Man was no longer whole with in himself and in himself 

  

a. We read in Ge 3:6-7 They started to experience things they never did before: 

i. “Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realized they were naked;” 

ii. something happened in their psyche & a fundamental shift happened 

iii. They began to experience shame: They saw themselves in a diff light: their 

perception of themselves changed.  

 They used to see themselves as God saw them but not anymore. 

 They now saw themselves 

  As inadequate, incomplete, lacking in something, lacking in dignity,  

  worth and value 

They felt vulnerable & as a result felt the need to cover their nakedness/shame 

 “so they sewed fig leaves together and made  

 coverings for themselves.” 



b. In Gen 3:8-13 we see They also started to experience guilt, fear, defensiveness  

When God came to visit them, they hid…because they were afraid of Him 

 not only they did not see themselves like before but they did not God in  

 the same manner anymore and they were afraid of him 

 

3. What happen to A &E also happened to us 

a. Shame, guilt and fear are a universal experience; it is also intensify by the exp of trauma, big 

“T” or many small “t” trauma 

b. MH issues are deeply related to these factors. Unaddressed fear, guilt, shame came turn 

into MH issues 

 

4. Shame manifest itself in different ways in our life 

a. Neg thoughts about Oselves (Ex “I am not good enough”, “I don’t deserve this good  

thing”, “I am not lovable”, lack of self-acceptance (not accepting who we are), self-

esteem, self-confidence, sense of inadequacy, etc. 

b. As a result, we also feel the need to sow fig leafs to cover our shame, compensate and 

embellish our image to impress other, etc.  most of time, it is operating at the sub-

conscious level 

c. We don’t have time to cover other aspect of the fall like self-centeredness and pride… 

5. So Inner shalom needed to be re-established  

 Because Man was no longer whole with in himself and in himself 

 

a. Jesus came to restore our soul: to restore this inner shalom & Oneness w/in ourselves 

 To remove our shame, and restore our sense of dignity 

 He came to take care of our sins abut also our brokenness 

 Is 53:7 Surely he took up our infirmities/griefs and carried out our sorrows, yet we  

  considered him punished by God,   stricken by him, and afflicted. 

  Our infirmities are not only physical & corporeal but can also be mental,  

   psycho, Emotional…the result of sin inflicted on us 

 

b. The key for oneness here is to return & connect to our identity and authentic self as declared 

by God rather than by our negative experiences of our life and what the devil can try to make 

you believe. 

 This is what the Scripture call the renewing of the mind done with the truth & HS 

 

Oneness w/ nature (no time to cover that)  

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion & benediction 

 Oneness & shalom is the essence of the K of God 

 

 Man will not be truly complete, whole, happy, satisfied, and truly experiencing what shalom is all about 

apart from this deep connection/oneness w/ God, OAO, and with or w/in himself 

 This is what Jesus came to ultimately accomplished.  

 

 Jesus spoke about this in the good shepherd passage (Jn 10) when he said, “The thief comes only to steal 

and kill and destroy; I have come that they (my sheep) may have life, and have it to the full.” 

 

 This will be totally fulfilled in the NH & NE 

 

 In the meantime, it is one thing to have this oneness  

but it is another one to cultivate & develop it so we can experience a  

deeper connection and its fruits 

 
  

 

 


